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Part I
Practice With Us!

Stories/Rhymes to improve speech after surgery to repair a cleft palate

Catherine Crowley, Director
Teachers College, Columbia University
Ted had a twin toad.
Todd had a twin toad too.
Ted and Todd, a twin team!
Ted and Todd are tiny, not tall.
Ted and Todd wear a tie and hat.
Ted and Todd are ...

not dull ...
not tidy ...
not dainty.
Ted and Todd are totally rad!
Today, Ted and Todd went to a water hole to wade in water and waddle in mud.
Ted went to wade in water.
Todd went to waddle in mud.
“Oh no! Now we are dirty and muddy,” Todd told Ted.
“Our tie and hat are dirty and muddy too,” Ted told Todd.
Ted told Todd, "We are dirty and muddy. Don’t tattle on me and I won’t tattle on you!"

Read "Ted and Todd Two," too!
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